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Description

•

Fascinating story of professional football physio John
Sheridan, who overcame life-threatening injuries as a child
to become one of the most respected physiotherapists of
his generation

•

Charts a journey from working on a production line to a
career in pro football as a physio in the 1980s and 1990s

•

Behind the scenes stories from John’s time at Spurs and
Luton and a surprise spell at Chelsea under Glenn Hoddle

•

Reveals the truth about what happened in the build-up to
Gazza’s famous free kick against Arsenal and the traumatic
period of Gazza’s rehabilitation during his transfer to Lazio

•

Amusing anecdotes, interesting injuries and rehabilitations
of some of the country’s elite players

•

Publicity campaign planned including radio, newspapers,
websites, podcasts and magazines

Ever wondered what goes on behind the scenes at a professional football club? Veteran physiotherapist John Sheridan has seen just
about everything since he entered professional football in 1979 with Luton Town. There he played a key part in the rise of David
Pleat’s exciting team, and when Pleat moved to Tottenham in 1986, John moved with him. David left the following year, but John
remained in his role at White Hart Lane under David’s successor, the charismatic Terry Venables. John was reluctantly thrust into
the spotlight in 1991 when he nursed Paul Gascoigne back to fitness after a horror tackle in the FA Cup Final left Gazza’s career
hanging in the balance. Despite playing an integral part in Gazza’s rehabilitation, John has remained silent – until now. For the first
time he describes what really happened during this traumatic period and how it left him fighting for his sanity. John speaks candidly
about his time in football and reveals how he battled anxiety to enter the harsh world of professional football with a disability.
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